
 

Phase 2: Generating a Profitable Idea 
Strategies vs. Tactics

In  the music  biz ,  we’re  of ten taught  to  say yes  to  every  opportuni ty.

If you do this, what happens time and time again?  

- You wind up doing things that kill your passion for music. 

- Your income is inconsistent from one month to the next and life is a daily hustle to get the next 
opportunity.  

• Background music gigs  
- No one is listening to you 
- They want you to play cheesy songs 
- You’re just wallpaper

• Teaching kids to play rock riffs 
- It’s more like babysitting 
- They never practice or progress 
- You die from within



 

What if all that could change?  

TACTICAL:  
The scenarios above fall under the category of tactical. The typical tactical mindset 
narrative is something like “today I need to make money somehow, so it’s time to 
hustle.” You start writing emails to random people in the hope that they’ll pick you. 
You spend a day recording a video and share it to social media in the hopes of getting 
some attention. But where is all this leading to?  

STRATEGIC:  
Strategy makes every decision and action you make meaningful. A strategy requires 
a goal - not just a small everyday goal, but a big long-term one. A strategy will always 
promote growth thinking and massive impact. You’ll never find yourself doing 
random activities in the hope of an outcome. Outcomes become predictable and certain, 
rather than random and uncertain.  

"As an entrepreneur, you need a long-term strategy that drives every 
activity in your business from tracking prospects, to closing the sale, to 
reselling them something worthwhile again and again. All your activities 
should be designed to deploy, maintain, and advance that strategy. 
Success doesn’t come from saying, “I have to make money this week.” It 
comes from having, knowing, and following your long term, end-game 
strategy. ”  

—- Jay Abraham, Sticking Point Solutions 

How would someone who is being strategic start marketing for new students? First, they 
would have a long-term goal that’s very specific (you should have done this already in the 
demand matrix). 

- 30 ideal clients @ $60 per hour for 50 weeks of the year = $1800 per week, or $90,000 
per year (for roughly 30 hours per week of work) 

Now that your long term goal is set, you can devise strategies for getting there.  
Every action you take will lead you towards fulfilling your goal very quickly and 
maximizing it so that it has potential to grow. 

Strategic marketing is about devising efficient and effective ways to draw in, retain and 
maximize your client base. It involves very different and much higher yielding methods as 
compared to tactical ones. There is always the potential for further growth. 



 

Task 1

Write a list of tactical work you’ve 
done in the past (competitions, 

random gigs, teaching kids who don’t 
care, etc.). Please be specific and 

detailed. 

How did you feel when taking these 
jobs? Did they help you advance your 

career?



T a c t i c a l S t r a t e g i c

- Post up flyers  

- Hand out business cards 

- Post ads online 

- Post ads in local newspapers and magazines 

- Put up signs out front and around the neighborhood

- Offering free masterclasses or workshops to local 
guitar societies 

- Devising ways to retain your current and 
prospective clients so they become absolutely 
committed to your services 

- Doing regular in-depth, live-streamed videos in 
targeted groups on social media  

- Offering free resources that cater to the needs and 
desires of your target/prospective clients 

- Using referral methods for your existing and 
prospective client base 

- Regularly providing great value to an email and/or 
mailing list of prospective clients 

- Professionally filming one-on-one lessons and 
using those as promotional materials 

- Offering multiple trial lessons and access to all of 
your materials for free 

- Developing a package or sequence of upgrades to 
your services that clients and prospectives can go 
through (online courses on specific topics, small 
private workshops, more frequent lessons, etc.) 

- Creating products (books, courses, articles, etc.) out 
of current students’ lesson outlines and using them 
to entice potential new students 

- Posting well produced recordings of popular guitar 
pieces that guitarists typically dream of playing, 
with or without a tutorial about the piece/s



You can get very good at being tactical 
Which does bring some results

But what you want is controlled growth, not random results:  
- Being tactical leads to unpredictable and linear growth 

- Being strategic leads to predictable and exponential growth 
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Tactical Strategic

Being strategic will often require short term sacrifices of 
time, money, resources, etc.  

But these losses result in huge gains that exceedingly pay 
off in the long run. 



 

Task 2

Write a list of tactical advertising 
you’ve done in the past.

What was the effect of this type of 
advertising? 



 

Task 3

Now think of some strategic ways 
of sharing your products/services 

from the demand matrix.

Why are your chosen methods 
strategic rather than tactical?



Task 4

Read the excerpt below from Jay 
Abraham’s book “The Sticking 

Point”.

Take notes as you read and share 
your notes.



Chapter 5 

Stuck Failing to Strategize? 

 

 One of my former clients was a man we’ll call “Sam.”  Sam owned a medical delivery 

service, and each morning, Sam’s deliverymen would rush to pick up blood and vital organs 

for transplants, then hurry their precious cargo to doctors in various medical labs and 

hospitals around the city.  Because they were delivering blood and other time-critical items, 

time was of the essence.  On the way back from these deliveries, however, the trucks were 

deadheaded.  That meant that half the time the vehicles were on the road, they were empty, 

and they weren’t making any profit.  As a result, the business was marginal. 

 Until one day, all that changed.  Why?  Because Sam started strategizing. 

 Sam came up with a brilliant strategy:  he realized that he could pick up deliveries that 

were not time-critical on the way back from the deliveries that were.  Because this strategy 

required leveraging, Sam approached other people to launch his plan into action.  One of the 

businesses he approached was a small package delivery service that was struggling to pay 

staff and processing fees.   

Sam made them a simple proposition.  “What if I give you the opportunity to 

eliminate all of your staff and processing fees,” he said, “And split revenue with me instead?  

Your deliveries will be guaranteed in four hours—probably much less.”  Not surprisingly, 

the other company, who dealt in non-critical deliveries, jumped at the deal.   

With his new strategy in place, any deliveries Sam’s employees made on the journey 



back became all profit.  Thus he was able to double his profits for no more investment, 

turning his marginal delivery service into a lucrative business.  And he helped out the other 

company, too. 

If the typical businessperson were to keep a diary for one month of all her business 

activities, she would likely discover up to 80 percent of those activities to be nonproductive 

and diversionary.  Most businesspeople fail to focus on managing, strategizing, and working 

on higher-performing, constant growth issues.  They just keep on spending time, money, and 

human capital the way they’ve always spent it, and achieve the expected plateau-causing 

results.   

If you’re failing to strategize, you’re probably using your time in the wrong ways.  Just 

like Sam’s delivery trucks were empty and deadheaded half the time, you may be harnessing 

your time and resources ineffectively half (or even more than half) of the time.  In this 

chapter, I’ll show you the secret to managing your time and talents.  It begins with what I 

like to call the “highest and best use” concept, a theory of true time management.   

Most businesspeople fail to view time expenditure the same way they view all other 

expenditures in their lives—even though time, opportunity cost, and effort represent the 

three most precious, intangible assets you possess.  Instead, they waste time on unimportant 

things when they could be investing it in their strategy.  As a result, they miss out on valuable 

opportunities to grow and expand their business.  Most people just don’t make the highest 

and best use of what they’ve got.  You no longer have to count yourself among their ranks. 

Everybody knows at least one highly productive person, someone for whom there 

seems to be more than twenty-four hours in a day.  This person is ten times more productive 



than her competitor because she understands the concept of highest and best use.  It’s a 

rather simple—yet inarguable—concept:  use your time to produce the greatest strategic, 

long-term pay-off.  It’s that simple.   

So, let’s talk about how to optimize the highest and best use, not just of your time, 

but of your relationships, opportunities, activities, and expense.   

The Secret of Highest and Best Use 

The concept of highest and best use is deceptively easy.  Just use your time and your 

talents to the maximum potential—simple, right? 

And yet, most of the world fails to do it.  If you’re not practicing the concept of 

highest and best use, you’re sacrificing your potential, your profits, and your future—and 

most businesspeople are.  For starters, most people don’t have a clue which items on their 

to-do list actually qualify as “highest” and “best.”  If you’re thinking to yourself, “Hmmm. 

I’m not sure I do, either,” you might be working at as little as a third or less of your capacity, 

because you’re spending time on tasks that are far less important or result in much smaller 

payoff.  That’s a lot of efficiency you can’t stand to lose! 

Let’s try an exercise right now that will help you identify your “highest and best.” 

Start by writing down the three most critical tasks you’re paid by your business to do.  Then 

break down those three tasks into sub-tasks, for which there are usually as many as seven.  

Then give each of those sub-tasks three different values based on their relevancy, your 

competency, and your true passion for doing them.   

Now it’s time to review what you’ve come up with.  If the task is not relevant but 



you’re competent at it, it’s a waste of your time.  If your competency in a particular task is 

less than average, then you’re not the most efficient person for the job, which means it’s a 

huge expenditure of energy and, again, a waste of your time.  Why should you review every 

employee’s time card (as an example) if doing so eats up half your day?  I’m not saying the 

time cards shouldn’t be reviewed, but you shouldn’t be the one reviewing them first.  Get 

someone else to do the heavy lifting, then spot-check review or audit their work.  (We’ll 

solve the problem of just who should be doing the heavy lifting in a minute.)  

What this exercise will help you do is determine which tasks you should permanently 

remove from your to-do list, so that you can put yourself into the geometric power position 

that brings the greatest yield.  Whatever your tasks and subtasks may be, it’s imperative that 

you’re working on the most important tasks for you.  Anything that isn’t relevant or that 

you’re not competent in or completely passionate about should be delegated to somebody 

else.   

This is true even if it means you need ten people doing the same job 80 percent as 

well as you.  That’s still eight times greater efficiency and results, rather than doing 100 

percent of the job yourself.  It frees you up to focus your most precious assets—your time, 

energy, and opportunity costs—on the things that matter most and that deliver the most 

meaningful, ongoing results. 

The Fine Art of Delegation 

So let’s assume you’ve come up with a list of tasks, a few of which could easily stand 

to be nixed from your to-do list.  But they have to be done by someone, right?  That brings us 



to our next point of discussion:  delegation. 

The best way to delegate is to give what you consider work to people who think it’s 

play.  A task that makes you cringe may be just the sort of job someone else looks forward 

to most.  It sounds crazy, I know…but it works. 

Let’s say that one of your least favorite activities is talking on the phone.  Cold-calling 

prospects is a dreaded task for you, but one that nonetheless needs to be completed.  What 

do you do?  You find someone who has no problem talking to strangers and who spends so 

much time on the phone you’d think it was glued to his ear.  To him, there are much worse 

tasks he could be given than picking up the phone and chatting up someone new.  He loves 

the challenge!  So while your new salesperson is busy knocking names off his prospect list, 

you can focus on a job for which you have true competency, relevancy, and passion.  

I have an intern—we pay him, but he’s not as expensive as a full-time employee—

who handles the trivial tasks that would otherwise devour my time.  He waits in line to 

purchase my iPhone, then sets it up.  He researches the best hands-free earpiece and then 

buys it.  And he actually enjoys those tasks.  He takes care of the stuff that would otherwise 

eat up three hours of my day—three hours away from my time spent focusing on highest 

and best use making people like you a lot more money.  Ask yourself:  What is your time 

currently worth?  What do you want it to be worth? 

A few years back, I was in the United Kingdom at a conference attended by some of 

the most prominent members of the business community, including one businessman who 

was in the Guinness Book of World Records for selling the most merchandise per square 

foot in Europe.  Upon learning that every executive on the businessman’s staff was 



chauffeured around in luxury automobiles, one of the other attendees accused him of being 

arrogant and materialistic for indulging in such an extravagance.  The record-holding 

businessman didn’t flinch.  “Is your time,” he asked the man, “worth more than seven 

pounds an hour?  I know that for me, my commute time is better spent focusing and 

strategizing, rather than concentrating on traffic lights and avoiding pedestrians.  I’m not 

really paying seven pounds to be driven to work.  I’m paying seven pounds to claim two 

priceless hours of my life back, two hours each day, which I’ll use to expand my business 

many times over.  I don’t see those seven pounds as an expense, I see them as an 

investment, paying Herculean returns.  It’s impossible to fathom their value.” 

When I make this argument to my own clients, many of them tell me, “But, Jay, I 

can’t afford to do that.”  To which I reply, “Wrong.  You can’t not afford it.” 

If you don’t have the money to hire assistants the traditional way, you can employ the 

concept of leveraging that we discussed in Chapter Three.  When you bring leveraging into 

the equation, you create exponential options and opportunities.  Let’s use the example of an 

administrative assistant.   

Every major city in the world is brimming with under-utilized administrative 

assistants—those on maternity leave, those who have retired, or simply those who aren’t 

working full-time or at all at the moment.  Even if you can’t pay them with a traditional 

paycheck, you have many options.  You can compensate them through a deferred salary that 

is quantifiable based on the company’s productivity that they helped you achieve.  For 

example, as the company makes 10 percent more in profits, your employee receives a 

defined percentage of that or a pre-set bonus.   



Alternatively, you can offer to pay them only after the business makes a specified 

minimum benchmark amount more, at which point they receive a regular salary, plus a 

bonus.  Yet another way is to tie their compensation to another quantifiable measurement, 

such as a reduction in overhead expenses or an increase in sales.  Or do it the old-fashioned 

way:  by bartering or trading.  The number of ways you can compensate them when your 

business doesn’t have the cash to pay them a traditional wage is limited only by your 

imagination.  

Usually when people claim to have “tried it all,” they haven’t.  They’re stuck thinking 

in the same old mindset.  At a Tony Robbins seminar I once attended, a man came up on 

stage, in front of thousands of people, and asked for advice.  “Tony, I’ve tried everything to 

make more money.  I can’t do it.”   

Tony was skeptical.  “Name the last 25-30 new tactics you’ve tried in the last six or 

seven months and how each performed.”  

The man was speechless.  He couldn’t name a single one.  Tony didn’t give up. 

“Okay, just name ten.”  The man could only mutter unintelligibly before Tony finally drove 

the point home:  “Just what have you done?”  

The man’s response shocked me:  “I’ve looked in the want ads, and I’ve gone to a 

few franchise shows.”  Those two attempts hardly amounted to the “everything” he claimed 

to have tried.  The man was simply stuck in his creative process, unable to see beyond the 

traditional methods he knew. 

When you say you can’t do something, list the various methods you’ve already tried. 

Also, see if you can then list the spectrum of alternative option, opportunities, and 



possibilities you haven’t even targeted to pursue or test.  Not only will you see just how few 

methods you’ve actually attempted, but you may also see a pattern that helps you come up 

with a new angle to better your business philosophy. 

The old axiom is true.  There are indeed three kinds of people in the business world: 

people who make things happen, people who watch things happen, and people to whom 

things seem to always happen.  I honestly believe that people are where they are in life 

because that’s, ultimately, where they want to be.  Because if you didn’t want to be there, 

you’d find an alternative.  It isn’t that hard.  You just have to be willing to work at opening 

your mind to higher and better practices and pathways to pursue.  

E-mail, Phone Calls, and Meetings 

I may not make any friends with the following statement, but I’ll stand by it:  what 

most people view as one of the most efficient technological breakthroughs in the history of 

business is actually one of the biggest wastes of time.  E-mail may seem like a blessing, but 

it’s a curse when it comes to time management.  The very feature that most people feel 

makes e-mail so revolutionary—its immediacy—is what makes it so downright insidious:  

nobody schedules time for it.  

Replying to e-mail is a task, and as with any other task, time should be scheduled for 

its completion.  Most people e-mail continuously throughout the day.  It doesn’t matter if 

they’re in the middle of a critical project or if an incoming message has little or no relevancy.  

All they need to hear is the delicate ping of their inbox, and they drop what they’re doing to 

heed the call.  What most view as instantaneous and constant access is actually instantaneous 



and constant diversion.  It is time wastage—lowest and worst use.  

Not only do I look at my e-mail just two times a day, but when I do so, it’s already 

been sorted and prioritized for me.  Rather than being tied to the computer, I’m free to 

concentrate on the highest and best, ensuring that I’m performing at my optimum.  If a 

particular message is urgent, my assistant will interrupt me and let me know.  Otherwise, I’m 

free to carry on the practice of best and highest use.  

There’s an unrealistic expectation that as soon as an e-mail is received, the recipient 

will respond.  There’s no law that says you have to respond to e-mail—ever.  You will not be 

arrested.  The message will not self-destruct—we’re not living out a scene from Mission 

Impossible.  Just as we discussed with prospects in Chapter Four, not every communication 

deserves the same degree of attention.  If I had to guess, I’d say that 80 percent of business 

e-mail is of low priority.  Yet most people tend to treat each e-mail with equal importance, as 

if by virtue of having been delivered electronically the messages have been bestowed with 

great significance.  It just isn’t so. 

Much of this reaction can be attributed to fear—fear that we might miss an important 

message or deal.  It’s as if we’ve all contracted a Pavlovian reaction that’s initiated by the 

sound of new messages arriving:  when we hear the ding, we’re propelled to action, as if by 

the start of a race gun.  But instantaneous reaction is not the highest and best use of your 

time.  Thinking and reflecting allow for a much more conscientious and astute response—

something lacking in electronic communication the vast majority of the time.  

Today, it’s also very easy to midjudge or be misjudged in your e-mail communications 

because the medium doesn’t allow for tone, inflection, and emotional pitch.  But that can be 



avoided if you allow for reflection.  Take your time—both in reading and responding to your 

e-mail.  After all, you’re not Batman responding to the Bat Signal to save Gotham City.  

The majority of the businesspeople I admire most schedule specific times for phone 

calls and meetings. The rest of their day is spent focusing on the most productive growth-

generating activity.  Even those who work for someone else manage to incorporate this 

timesaving strategy into their workplace.  The most productive people of all also require that 

every meeting have an agenda, which includes a summary of what the meeting’s about, the 

expected outcome, the topics of discussion and how much time is allotted to each, and the 

priorities.  In short, they, like any winning team, have a game plan and follow it. 

If you work for someone else, suggest that office meetings have agendas, or take the 

lead and create agendas yourself.  The time you spend creating the agenda will be paid back 

may times over with more productive, efficient meetings.  Once the rest of your office gets 

hooked on the meeting agendas and comes to expect them, delegate the task to someone 

else.  In today’s ultra-competitive world, everyone wants to be as efficient as possible.  If you 

can be diplomatic in your suggestion or in setting an example, both your manager and your 

co-workers will appreciate the organization you bring to the process.  Organization turns 

chaos into structure.  And structure breeds strategy. 

 

Work On Your Business, Not In Your Business 

Why should you work on your business instead of in it?   That’s easy:  because you 

want your business working harder for you than you work for it. 

It’s amazing what a difference a preposition can make.  The significance of working in 



your business versus working on your business is enormous.  Working in the business means 

you’re just managing to accomplish the day-to-day, the bare minimum that will get your rent 

paid and keep your company around to see the next day.  You’re answering e-mails, 

scrambling for clients, and making sure your office electricity bill is paid for the month so 

that you’re not making cold-calls in the dark. 

Working on the business, however, means being strategic enough that you’re working 

on the activities that will not only maintain but also grow your business—for tomorrow and 

beyond.  Generating such strategy requires very deep, concentrated thinking, which deserves 

more of your time, attention, and even respect than any other activity.  When you work on 

the business, you must break it down into its key functions—strategy, marketing, innovation, 

management, etc.—which you then allocate as the highest and best use of time, either yours 

or another employee’s.  Your job needs to be to work on the biggest moneymakers, not the 

biggest time-, energy-, and opportunity-drainers. 

To help you identify the biggest moneymakers, I’ve identified twelve strategic pillars 

that any business truly implementing highest and best use principles rests upon and grows 

from.  These are the keys to working on your business.  They aren’t steps you’ll implement 

one time and move forward from, but rather tools that you continuously utilize to ensure 

that your business is always working for you. 

1.  Continue to identify and discover hidden assets in your business. 

2.   Mine cash windfalls each and every month out of your business. 

3.   Engineer success into every action you take or decision you make. 

4.   Build your business on a foundation of multiple profit sources instead of depending 



on one single revenue source. 

5. Be different, unique, and advantageous in the eyes of your clients. 

6.   Create real value for your clients and employees for maximum loyalty and results. 

7.   Gain the maximum personal leverage from every action, investment, time or energy 

commitment you ever make. 

8. Network/mastermind/brainstorm with like-minded, success-driven people who share 

real life experiences with you. 

9.   Turn yourself into an idea-generator and recognized innovator within your industry 

or market. 

10.   Make “growth-thinking” a natural part of your everyday business philosophy. 

11.   Reverse the risk for both you and your clients in everything you do (so the downside 

is almost zero, and the upside potential nearly infinite). 

12.   Use small, safe tests to eliminate dangerous risks and adopting funnel vision instead 

of tunnel vision in your thinking. 

If there are items on your personal task list that don’t correspond to one of these 

twelve keys, take them off.  If they’re really necessary to your business, delegate them.  But 

devote yourself to the highest and best principles, without dilution or distraction.  This will 

ensure the maximum potency when it comes to your ability to strategize. 

One of my former clients was a man named Patrick Flanagan who sold telephone 

systems.  He got most of his business through cold-calling, which was an ineffective (not to 

mention frustrating) method.  There wasn’t much of a strategy dictating Patrick’s actions.   

Patrick sold systems for a major firm whose clients fell into two distinct groups:  big 



corporate clients, and small business clients.  Patrick, though, only had the right to sell to the 

small business.  However, he didn’t have territorial restrictions, and as he plotted out how to 

implement his new strategy, he used that to full advantage. 

Patrick’s plan was simple:  to go to all of his manufacturers—the large firm ones—

and ask to buy all their rejects that were too small for them.  Then he’d sell those to his 

client base (the small businesses), and give the large manufacturers a share of the profits. 

Did it work?  You bet it worked.  Patrick Flanagan built a multi-million dollar 

company, simply by changing his strategy.  By focusing on the things that mattered, he 

experienced an unprecedented level of success.  

Don’t Be Afraid of Change 

Sometimes creating a brilliant strategy requires that you change the way you do 

things.  Again, it’s a lesson from the Indiana Jones School of Business:  when things aren’t 

working, change your tactics.  

Let’s say that now you’ve mastered time management.  You’ve hired an assistant to 

manage your emails and are focusing on the twelve strategic tools needed to take your 

business in a new direction.  You’ve laid all the groundwork.  Now there’s only one last thing 

you need before launching a world-class strategy:  a reality check. 

  People are suffering right now.  Whether or not you’re paying them the same salary 

or hourly rate, your employees are hurting.  They’re struggling with the economy and rising 

costs, just like you are.  Your buyers are hurting because their businesses, employers, or 

income are down or there have been cutbacks at their own offices.  



Here’s a sobering fact:  In today’s volatile market, 80 percent of businesses are 

struggling, and the small ones are not growing.  In fact, most of them are regressing.  

Employees are psychologically debilitated by the daily-grind factors, like having to pay more 

for gas and seeing their benefits cut and their salaries reduced or, at best, capped.  

You can see all of this at your own place of business.  Know too that it is happening 

at other businesses, most likely the ones where your clients and prospects work.  Having a 

respectful appreciation and a heartfelt desire to make your clients’ lives better, richer, easier 

and safer can actually improve your bottom line.  In such a brutal climate, your decision to 

stand out can make the difference in your business’s survival.  Why?  Because you invest 

more in their buying and post-purchase experience.  You focus more attention on the issues 

most critically important to them, you address and fulfill more value they appreciate, and you 

channel empathy into all interactions. 

The starting point for empathy is to always remain positive and pleasant when 

interacting with a client or prospect.  That may seem almost offensively obvious, but it’s 

hard to maintain confidence, certainty, and enthusiasm for the buyer’s outcome when your 

business is struggling and you’re stressing.  Empathy is the cornerstone of any effective 

business strategy.  Put simply, you have to fall in love with the client.   

What’s it like when you’re in love?  The object of your affection basically becomes 

the center of your whole world.  Everything else fades into the distance, and you live, 

breathe, and dream for that one special someone. 

Your relationship with your client has to be like this.  They become your almost all-

consuming focus.  That makes it easy for you to be exceedingly hopeful and encouraging to 



them, because your job will be to help them engineer a better outcome from each 

transaction with you.  You must make a conscious decision to make their lives become 

better off as a result of your interchange.   

You can do this by demonstrating how much more you understand, respect, are 

invested and empathize with their circumstance.  Repeat back to them what you hear the 

client expressing; put their problem and feelings into words so that you can be sure you 

understand the specific need you’ve been called upon to address.  It’s the first lesson in 

Empathy 101:  show that you feel what they feel.   

Don’t worry:  you don’t need to enroll in acting courses to do this.  If you recognize 

that your success and the client’s are one and the same, empathetically engaging will come so 

effortlessly that you’ll forget it’s also a component of your business strategy.  It will simply 

become second nature—part of who you are as a person, not just a businessperson.  

 This shift in personality, focus, and interest matters now for two reasons.  One, 

people need to feel valued and appreciated—and to genuinely be valued and appreciated.  

And two, all your competitors are struggling, so they’re going to cut corners, be more 

irritable, and become internally focused on their own survival.  The biggest corner they’re 

going to cut is sensitivity and the connectivity to the market.  You cannot do that.  

 You have to be a source of stability in times of instability.  Yes, your business has to 

make changes, too, to evolve and grow, but you also have to provide the stability that people 

need to turn to, trust in, and come back to again and again.  

 Consider this example.  There was a builder in Australia who specialized in first-time 

home buyers.  He was spending $10- to $15,000 per sale to attract buyers.  After he came to 



one of my long programs, he realized that the major pool of first-time buyers was made up 

of people currently living in apartment buildings.  So, he went to apartment building owners 

and got them to offer their renters his homes as a logical next step forward in their lives.   

Obviously, the apartments weren’t going to offer up perfectly good clients if they 

didn’t stand to gain something, too.  So the builder rewarded them for sending clients his 

way.  Anyone who moved out of their apartment and into one of his homes earned the 

apartment building owner $5,000.  And my builder went a step further; he agreed to 

underwrite any unrented apartment vacated by someone buying his homes for up to a year.  

At about $500 a month for the apartments he was targeting, that’s $6,000 a year.  His 

maximum investment in each sale, then, was $11,000—still $4,000 less than he was spending 

before.   

What happened?  He sold millions and millions of dollars’ worth of homes.  But what 

made it successful was that he found a way to help first-time home buyers make that big, 

scary first step, and he eliminated the risk of leaving their apartments behind.  It also made 

the apartment building owners happy, as they were making a handsome profit on the deal.  

He turned his selling strategy from a self-focused campaign that was only draining his coffers 

to a client-focused, problem-solving campaign.  That saved him millions. 

When you have the courage to change your sales strategy and tactics, you will notice 

that three things happen.   

Number one, you close a lot more prospects than you used to, and you’ll increase 

productivity and transaction size—which in turn translates into profitability—from the same 

time and effort.   



Number two, you will influence a large number of people—and usually the best 

people, since they appreciate what you’re doing at a higher level—by having created a 

discernible distance between yourself and your competitors.   

Number three, you get the lion’s share of the new people coming into the market 

because your stand out as the most appealing choice anyone could possibly make.  Those 

three things happen almost spontaneously if you just get yourself in philosophical alignment.  

It’s always about them, the buyer or the prospect.  It’s never about you, the seller.  

Keep that in mind, and your strategy will start to crystallize. 

The Power of the P’s 

Earlier in the chapter I mentioned that you should grade your tasks based on three 

criteria: relevancy, competency, and passion.  Your business itself thrives based on three 

similar factors:  purpose, possibility, and, again, passion.  These three P’s should form the 

crux of your business strategy. 

Purpose refers not just to the market niche your product or service fills, but the 

greater good you bring to that marketplace.  Your widget factory may also be active in the 

community, sponsoring Little League teams or adopting highways.  Of course, a business 

can run—and even thrive—without a philanthropic purpose.  However, the benefits from 

working for a larger cause stretch beyond improved community reputation, and include an 

improvement in morale, both your own and your staff’s.  When your business has a higher 

purpose, you never have to question why you go to work each day.  The evidence stares you 

right in the face.  



Frankly, the greatest causal purpose your business could ever strive for is contributing 

more value, outcomes, benefits, advantages, and worth to your buyers in what you sell and 

how that product or service performs for them.  If you want to discover your purpose—in 

terms of your market niche and a higher cause—you have to identify what your business 

does or can start doing better than anyone else.  

When someone buys from you, they’re choosing to do so over three other options:  

ɸ  Buying from your competition. 

ɸ  Choosing an alternative form of solving the problem or fulfilling the opportunity (e.g., 

using a hand-cranking can opener rather than buying your electric one). 

ɸ  Doing absolutely nothing.  

Why do clients buy from you over one of these three options?  Most people assume 

there is no reason, that it’s purely accidental.  Even if that’s true, it makes it all the more 

imperative that you find a real reason why someone should buy from you instead of doing 

one of the other three options.  And that reason has to be a benefit for them, not your bank 

account. 

The second ingredient for a thriving business is possibility.  Without possibility, you 

have no potential, no vision.  And without vision, there is no innovation, which is the key to 

all growth.  Exercising your possibility is just like going to the gym.  If you perform the same 

exercises all the time, eventually you’ll stop seeing results.  You have to innovate, find fresh 

ways to challenge your muscles so they’ll continue to develop.  It’s no different with your 

business. 

Start thinking about possibility multi-dimensionally.  There are several different 



angles to launch you into a 3D world of potential.  You could envision bigger possibility in 

what you can add to the client’s buying experience.  Or you might visualize ways to broaden 

possibility in what the business can grow to become, where it can extend its relationships, 

and how many more ways it can sell and market.  You could even create plans for longer-

reaching possibility in all the meaningful things you and your business can do with a portion 

of your increased profits.  And don’t forget the element of time—plan out the future and 

ways your business can impact the world yet to come. 

The third vital ingredient for your business is passion.  Passion is the fuel that drives 

all achievement, whether it’s art, technology, or marriage.  You can’t underestimate the 

power of passion, both in your everyday tasks and the driving force of your business.  Your 

passion has to be a love not just for the business, but for the marketplace the business 

affects.  I’m not just talking about the industry you’re in, but rather the purpose your 

business serves in the community, as well as enriching the lives of the people you work with. 

Find your passion, and possibility and purpose won’t be far behind.  

Think of the three P’s as the wheels to your business strategy—they set your dreams 

in motion.  And the “highest and best use” concept for time and resource management is 

both your pre-trip checklist and the highway gas stations where you check in along the way.  

Put them all together and, just like Sam’s medical delivery service, you’re on the road to a 

prosperous future in a land of milk and profit. 

Now it’s time to face the next challenge:  what to do when insidious costs linger like 

ravenous wolves, threatening to encroach on your blissful profit paradise? 


